Discussion: School Education Outreach - Sagarmitra.org

*Renewable Energy
  ◦ Ex. wind power
    ▪ Little fan hooked up to a light
    ▪ Blow on the fan and it turns on the light
  ◦ Ex. solar power
    ▪ Little house that lights up

*Reduce
  ◦ Reduce their use in general
  ◦ Paper and plastic products

*Make ideas locally relevant

*Competition between classes or competition between schools
  ◦ Foodlink does it canned food drive with different schools

*Energy Conservation
  ◦ Lights, electronics not plugged in, etc
  ◦ Water conservation

*Up-cycling/ DIY
  ◦ Craft that they can bring home

*Bring in super recycling man

*Students that went to school in Rochester
  ◦ Talk to you districts
  ◦ Ask about GLOBE project
  ◦ Bake
  ◦ Evan and evan, jenn
  ◦ Carnival
  ◦ Evan, mickey, Cassidy, evan r
  ◦ Education
  ◦ Katie Allison evan Alyssa geoff Cassidy Rachel